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Poly Advisory Services Ltd was formed in 1971, by Roy Osborne, who was the former
MD of a boat building company called Bourne Plastics, formed in the late 50s. They
manufactured up to 3000 mouldings a year of various type of boats, as well as the
original Lotus Elan sports car for Colin Chapman. Bourne Plastics was the founder of
the original Dunlop Life raft container, a large plastic shell with an inflatable raft inside.
These have been fitted to many large boats over the years and the design has become
a maritime standard. Roy Osborne's experience came from working at Bristol Aircraft
after the 2nd World War, so he had a lot of experience with fibreglass and plastic
mouldings.
John Merrill, co-owner of Poly Advisory, worked
for Coe's of Derby from leaving school, his father
was the General Manager. Coe's manufactured
Glass fibre tool boxes for the commonwealth
armed forces as well as components for Rolls
Royce and British Rail. John Merrill joined
Bournes in 1966 as a fibreglass moulder. It soon
became apparent that Roy and John had a lot in common. Unfortunately Bourne
Plastics went into receivership in the late 70s, leaving John and Roy to make their
own way.
Roy founded Poly Advisory. Initially the main business was in treating Osmosis in fibreglass swimming pools. At this stage
Roy was in his early 50s and recruited John to come and join him at Poly Advisory. At this time John also had his own
company called QB Carbon, so it was decided that Roy would do the selling and John
would do the work. So the format was formed and PASlam was created, a laminate of
multitude of various materials impregnated with resin, either Epoxy or Polyester resins
to give strength of waterproof qualities.
PAS=Poly Advisory Services and LAM=laminate
This was the format for swimming pool restorations, which is still to this day Poly
Advisory's core business.
As the company grew Roy got to the age when he wanted to retire, so John bought his
shares of Poly Advisory from him and then QB Carbon and Poly Advisory worked side
by side, QB were manufacturing carbon fibre products for the motorcycle industry and
had a worldwide reputation within the motorcycle fraternity. In the late 90s Poly
Advisory was also growing at a rapid rate so it was decided that QB's manager would take on QB and John would solely
concentrate on Poly Advisory. Lexi King then joined Poly Advisory as a small boy to clean and make tea for the men. It
was soon realised that Lexi, was a little bit different to the rest and as John approached his 60s it was decided that Lexi
would have half the company. To this day Lexi runs the company and continues to take it from strength to strength, as Roy
and John did, with the same care and attention to detail and customer service.

paslam
pool lining installation

Poly Advisory developed the PASLAM lining system over thirty five years ago and has been successfully lining swimming pools with
our system ever since. The PASLAM lining can be applied to concrete, tiled, fibreglass or even steel pools as a continuous lining
membrane.

pasflooring
bespoke non-slip flooring
PASflooring is a quartz coloured bead suspended in Epoxy resin, that can be applied in areas where a hygienic non-slip floor is
required. PASflooring is perfect for environments such as hospitals, swimming pools, changing rooms and showers, airports and
care homes to name but a few. A PASlam layer is applied with the PASbead on top, this ensures a totally waterproof membrane
below the PASbead with the complete safety of a non-slip floor on the surface.

The use of PASLAM results in a complete membrane throughout the internal area of the swimming pool tank without any joints
which will operate for many years with no maintenance at all.
Our PASLAM pool lining combined with our PASBEAD flooring, drainage and plastic engineered products, means we can offer a
complete service for your pool, regardless of size or shape, whether it a new build or refurbishment of an existing pool.
The PASlam membrane carries a 5 year warranty against delamination or leakage.

pasaccess
bespoke plastic manholes
To complement our flooring range, Poly Advisory Ltd have been making manhole lids and frames out of High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene (HMWPE) PE500 for many years, however tiling to this material can be a problem due to a lack of adhesion. As the
cosmetics of these manholes is becoming more critical in all locations Poly Advisory have developed a solution which satisfies both
briefs. The result is a composite, lightweight, resin-infused glass fibre manhole lid and frame that gives easy access with no
corrosion. It also benefits from a surface finish which can be both tiled or finished with one of Poly Advisory’s own resin quartz bead
non-slip flooring systems. These manhole lids can also be made in fire resistant materials if necessary.
The approximate weight of a typical manhole lid is 12kg, meaning it
can be lifted with a minimum of personnel, equipment and training.
The design can also be manufactured in bespoke sizes to the
customers’ requirements.

flumes, boomsanddiving

pasboom
pool booms and dividers
Poly Advisory have been manufacturing static and moveable booms for 12 years, again using light weight composite materials, so no
corrosion. Many designs can be incorporated. Associated products can also be manufactured to complement the dividers such as
handrails, diving blocks, bridges and steps.
Static booms can be used to split an existing pool in to two areas, for instance one area for lanes and one for families. Movable
booms can split the pool in a variety of configurations, giving flexibility to the use of space. Movable booms use a water ballast system
where the boom can be floated for moving and re-filled for use. Either static or movable booms can be used in virtually any pool.

pasfalse floors
false pool floors
PAS Bespoke Raised Flooring Solutions
False floors can be fitted to any swimming pool to reduce
the depth across the complete pool or just the deep end.
Existing sumps are retained and the slot pattern is
designed to ensure flow is retained beneath the floor.
The framework is constructed using a mixture of High
density Polyethylene and Pultrusion fibreglass beams,
these are all fixed using A4 (316) stainless steel fixings
and resin anchors to ensure the tank remains watertight
and all materials are completely corrosion free. The floor
panels are machined with anti-slip hatching and all
surface fixings are concealed.
These floors are widely used in hotel swimming pools to
reduce the depth and eliminate the need for a lifeguard,
reducing running costs.
Flooring panels can be supplied in a range of colours and
with artwork or pool marks to suit the use of the pool.
These raised flooring systems can also be manufactured
to work with curved or freeform swimming pool designs.

Typical floating boom section

Various patterns and designs, using non corrosive light-weight
materials, can be designed to the client's needs

cleaningandmaintanance
Balance Tanks - What lies beneath?
Have you cleaned your balance tank & had it checked? The Balance Tank is a large tank which holds the water from the pool prior
to it being filtered and pumped back in to the pool. All the un-filtered water hangs around in the balance tank until it is re-filtered.
Therefore balance tanks harbour a lot of nasties, it’s in your own interest to have them cleaned and inspected.
Water filtration and chemicals can only do so much, if your balance tank is left unchecked then you could risk the health of your
pool and it’s users. Poly Advisory have worked in this industry for well over 40 years. Our customers include; Center Parcs, Alton
Towers, David Lloyds, Fusion and many, many more.
Let us give you a quote to clean your balance tank and check it over

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

Poly Advisory have been maintaining flumes and slides for some 25 years. Whether it's failing joints
or the surface has lost its lustre, Poly Advisory have the techniques to bring it back to life. We issue a
12 month Safety Certificate upon completion of the works.
As well as flumes, we can clean, maintain or revive any pool or wet area. Our pool linings, flooring
and gullies can bring a tired pool back to life. As well as the aesthetic benefits our plastic solutions
keep the area fresh and relatively maintenance-free for a number of years. On top of the building
works and functional improvements we can also add decoration and accessories to complete the
refresh.

wallsandfloors

gulliesandgrates

pasclad

paschannel

cladding system

easy-flow drainage products

PASclad is Poly Advisory's cladding system, an alternative to tiles or paint where various colours are offered with decorative patterns
at a cost effective approach to the normal cladding and has been widely used in commercial kitchens, shower areas, offices and
swimming pools.

The easy flow gully is manufactured from the highest quality GRP materials using the latest resin infusion techniques to ensure a
completely corrosion free drainage channel.
GRP gullies have excellent adhesion properties on the edge meaning grout or mastic joints adhere to form a watertight bond unlike plastic
or stainless steel alternatives. Gullies are joined using a specialist polymer adhesive which is supplied with the kit for easy installation.
3 standard gully ranges are available using the same standard profile with different depths. The profile benefits from tapered side walls to
aide water flow and a cuttable edge for various flooring solutions. Standard profiles are supplied with zinc plates bracket attached to the
underneath. These brackets can be used to either secure the gullies into screed or with the optional adjustable feet to allow for finished
floor levels. As well as the standard profiles and sections, gullies can be produced curved, angled or shaped enabling fitment within
specific boundaries or to create bespoke shapes to suit the project.
Gullies are produced with a high gloss finish for easy flow, cleanliness and maintenance. The standard colour of the gullies is white but on
request they can also be manufactured in any RAL colour meaning perfect integration into the project’s environment.
Gullies are supplied with HDPE drainage grilles which are available in a range of colours. These grilles are certified as a suitable non-slip
finish for wet leisure environments and are also chemical resistant.

coversandstorage

pasplastics
bespoke accessories

Steps

Poly Advisory produce a range of pool accessories such as bench seating, seating arrangements, lockers, steps, diving platforms and
blocks. Gully accessories such as grills, diffusers, anti-vortex grills and many other products complete the range.

Hand Rails

Accessories are available ‘off the shelf’ but our real skill is designing bespoke solutions to both fit and match the space as required.
This creates an aesthetically consistent environment as well as making the most use of available space.

Hand Rails

Pool Covers
Island Benches

Bridges

Diving Blocks

Storage Benches

Swimming Blocks
Seating and storage
Bench Seating

outdoor

paspool
pool engineering
Over the last few years the traditional Lido has become more popular, prompting Lidos
around the country to invest in restoring these pools to their former glory. This is an
area where Poly Advisory’s designs and materials really come in to their own. Not only
do our products successfully withstand the wear and tear of the pool environment but
they are also perfectly suited to outdoor use. Easy maintenance, low wear and zero
corrosion are all of utmost importance in this application. Because of this, Poly
Advisory have been very successful in completing 5 lidos in the last 5 years using our
PASlam, PASbead and PASplastic engineering.

